Global EPC Project Management Summit 2022

Engineering & Construction in a post-COVID world: weathering the storm

2022 SUMMIT KEY FOCUS

- Industry growth post pandemic opportunities in 2022
- War in Ukraine: the construction impact on European and global economies
  The domino effect of the Ukraine crisis on gas and LNG Projects
- Stay ahead with forecast suggesting boost in market growth during the forecast period (2022-2023)
- Resolving restraining factors and navigating towards pre pandemic levels with rising oil & gas exploration activities
- Discover regional insights into driving factor towards rising EPC activities and further increasing the O&G footprint on the market.
- To what extent the project implementation schedule (including in particular the milestones and the final completion date), the procurement plan and the transportation study have to be revisited and, possibly, amended.
- Overcome supply chain disruption and sourcing challenges likely to affect project delivery and margins
- The role of effective relationship management in successful large oil and gas projects Monitoring Negotiations to Mitigate Risk in Multiple Party Contracts.
- Dealing with critical project drivers (time, cost, quality and scope) and how they are affected when Alert Levels change or are redefined.
- Mitigating the risk of delays in power plant projects: An EPC contractor’s view on different contractual concepts

Chelsea Harbour Hotel
Chelsea Harbour Dr, Fulham, London SW10 0XG, UK

28th - 29th and 30th September 2022
10th Annual Global EPC Project Management Summit London September 2022 Executive From:

- Project Management
- Procurement
- Construction
- Investment Bank
- Risk Management
- Project Planning
- Contracts & Claims
- Freight logistics
- Materials Management
- Contracts & Claims
- PM IT Solutions
- Category Management
- Engineering
- Technical Department
- Quality Management
- EPC Realisation
- Stakeholder management
- Business development
- Sourcing /Purchasing
- Strategy & innovation
- Business development
- Digital Procurement
- Lawyers
- Purchasing and Supply Management
JOIN LEADING EPC, EPCM, NOCS AND IOCS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
Technology

Wi-Fi Access for all Participants
Wi-Fi Access will be available to all Opex EPC 2022 conference delegates while in the Convention Center,
28th September Day one

12:20 Lunch Time

13:30 Coffee and Networking Break

Building a strong Supply Chain with a high performing PSCM model

Tim Cummins
President at World Commerce & Contracting; Professor, Leeds University School of Law; Chair, International Commercial & Contract Management (IACCM)

14:00 Case Study
Success factors in major projects: creating a high-performing supply chain

- Highlights from recent IACCM research
- Challenges faced
- New Trends in Project funding
- Conclusion.

Adrian Furner
Former Board Member, Fellow The International Association for Contract and Commercial Management (IACCM)

14:40 Case Study
Understanding the importance of Logistics in any Project execution

- Key challenges and need for change
- Linking Logistics management to avoid delays in project delivery
- Company perspective towards multiple petrochemical, energy and other high value projects.

Integrated joint session

15:20 Afternoon Tea and Networking

16:00 Case Study
Understanding the current market turmoil from the Ukraine-Russia conflict and its impact on EPC and logistics services

- The new landscape that has been layed in recent months in the Logistics sector and its impact on EPC functions and related cycles.
- Challenges involved managing all aspects of the logistics of an EPC clients
- Hurdles with the A-Z narrative and what can we done about it.

Jeroen De Ryck
Business Unit Director Projects & Machinery

16:40 Panel Discussion
- Lucrative opportunities for market players and supply chain services
- Looking at the bigger picture for 2023 with changing markets, where are we heading?
- How can we improve EPC Operations with advanced Logistic Tools with ?
- Forecast suggesting boost in market growth CAGR of over 3% during the forecast period, how can we as an industry reap the benefits?
- EMENA insights, what projects have been revived again as we experience steadily rising oil & gas exploration activities? How different will a modern EPC Project Cycle be to overcome non traditional challenges?

17:20 Summary of Day 1

17:25 Closing Remarks from the Chair and End of Day One

MEDIA PARTNERS
ANNUAL GLOBAL EPC PROJECT MANAGEMENT SUMMIT

29TH SEPTEMBER 2022

08:30 Registration and Morning Coffee
09:00 Chairman’s Opening Remarks

Project Complexity - Mega Project Strategies and Governance
09:10 Opening Address Case Study
Megaproject Scope Strategies
- Consequences of procurement strategy - Interfaces
- Defending the scope - Change
- Handling the scopes - many ways to put the project together
- Considering the options for a hypothetical mega project

John Thropp
Senior Advisor & Co-founder
The Project Gearbox AS

09:50 Case Study
PROGRAMME / PROJECT GOVERNANCE AND TARGETED ASSURANCE
- Develop more effective scalable governance structures
- Keeping focus on the strategic objectives and business case
- Managing the levels of assurance based on project or programme complexity
- Controlling the lines of enquiry, to minimise preference decisions
- Reviewing how work is prioritised
- Measuring the health of the delivery team
- Enabling assurance to become more supportive to the delivery teams

Paul Taylor
Technical Director - Program Management
Stantec Group

10:30 Morning Coffee and Networking

EPC - POST COVID PROJECT MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES & IT’S IMPACT ON OFFSHORE INDUSTRY
11:00 Case Study
Challenges in the Offshore Wind Industry post pandemic
- What are the forecasted world-wide growth
- How does the industry cope with the challenges in Project Management – same or different?

Niels Bjaert
Head of Offshore PM (UK/IE/NL/PL/Scandinavia)
Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy

11:40 Case Study
An offshore contractor’s view on the impact of Covid-19 in the context of offshore wind farm projects
- How has Covid-19 impacted on offshore wind farm projects?
- How do the FIDIC and BIMCO standard forms of contract regulate the Covid-19 risk and its effects in an offshore context?
- How have the contracting parties dealt with Covid-19 from a dispute resolution point of view?

Jacob C. Jørgensen
Head of Contract Management
Cadeler A/S

12:20 Lunch Time
13:30 Coffee and Networking Break

EPC BEST PRACTICES : DIGITAL ASPECTS OF PROJECT PLANNING AND METHODOLOGY
14:00 Case Study
What has Covid taught us?
Using Data as an asset and what to do with it?
- Managing Interfaces and how to implement proven methods
- Getting ready for data driven decisions in modern world
- What organizations must understand about data banks and its future as an investment and business point of view
- Implementing data into EPCM Workflow practices

Jan Willems
Director, Project Controls
Fluor

14:40 Case Study
Leading the EPCs During & Post Covid Tsunami
- Engage your Heart, Mind, Ears & Voice without boundaries.
- Prepare your team for the new business models
- Rally your workforce to Bounce Forward

Dr Madhu P Pillai
Advisor - Oil & Gas Projects
SNC Lavalin

15:20 Case Study
Designing next moves: Role of Procurement in 2022
- Pandemic driven trends and evolutions
- Change management and its outcome
- Adopting to new reality
- Future outlook

Andy Horne
Client Partner
Energy, Environment & Utilities
IBM

16:00 Afternoon Tea and Networking
16:30 Panel Discussion
- Understanding the aftermath of disruption in O&G Industry post Covid and how to benefit from several market demand factors now in the favour of petroleum industry.
- Acknowledging recent trends in renewable energy and its impact on global market share
- Monitoring steadily growing O&G exploration, what factors can contribute economic growth towards major EPC Projects
- Lesson, Reasons and Remedies learned from the O&G/Utility Sector

17:00 Summary of Day two
17:10 Closing Remarks from the Chair and End of Day two
30 September Day Three

12:20  Lunch Time

13:30  Coffee and Networking Break

14:00  Case Study

RISK MANAGEMENT: Evolution of contract policies and what has changed post Covid?

09:10  Opening Address Case Study

Planning the risks: Next level risk management and mitigation

- Developing a schedule which allows for risk mitigation
- Critical path and sub-critical path risks impact on the project schedule
- Schedule Risk Analysis as a mitigation tool

Thomas Cream
Senior Contract Manager
Moreld Ocean Wind

09:50  Case Study

Supply chain risk management good practice and impact on project delivery in case of unforeseen disruptions

- Reflections on current pandemic impact on third party relationships and project delivery
- Third party risk management good practice and preparedness to unforeseen disruptions
- Technology enabled third party risk management and value for organisations

Monika Silkart
Director - Risk Advisory
Deloitte

10:30  Morning Coffee and Networking

10:40  Panel Discussion

- Market Suggests: Prominent Players to grab market share due to rising product range and Increasing EPC Contracts, what investors and business owners should be focused on?
- THOUGHT FOR THE FUTURE 'Project Management': How can we as a petroleum industry prepare now for the next crisis with speed and reslience where pandemics of the future are bound to question market sustainability and its project functions when working on a priority project.

11:00  Case Study

An Innovative learning approach to the risk management culture

- Pitfalls and challenges
- Evolution and Solutions
- A Way forward

Giuditta Di Caro
Project Management Academy
Saipem Onshore Division

11:40  Case Study

Modern 'Risks' involved in current Procurement practices

- Introduction
- Why a traditional approach won't work anymore and how can we as an industry evolve and adopt
- Future Outlook

Ahmet Kutay
Managing Director
Inpro Corp

14:40  Case Study

Values, focus, and connection: The key elements for managing global finance and supply chain.

Values - managing global finance: implementing family-business values into company culture for more efficient, smoother handling of finances.

Focus - seeing your supply chain from multiple angles optimizes company and client satisfaction.

A bird's eye view is the optimal way to orient your place in the process of where your supply comes from (resources) and where your product is going (your customers).

Connection - keeping in mind that global finance and supply chain are interconnected

Company Outlook: Worldwide Oilfield Machine has over 15 locations across the globe, meaning that our financial and supply efforts must be seamlessly synchronized in order to keep the company afloat.

Rani Puranik
Co-Owner, Executive Vice President and Global CFO
Worldwide Oilfield Machine (WOM)

15:20  Panel Discussion

- Market Suggests: Prominent Players to grab market share due to rising product range and Increasing EPC Contracts, what investors and business owners should be focused on?
- THOUGHT FOR THE FUTURE 'Project Management': How can we as a petroleum industry prepare now for the next crisis with speed and reslience where pandemics of the future are bound to question market sustainability and its project functions when working on a priority project.

16:00  Summary of Day 3

16:10  Closing Remarks from the Chair and End of Day Three
10th Annual Global EPC Project Management Summit September 2022

REGISTRATION DETAILS

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FORM USING BLOCK CAPITAL and send it via email to: registration@opexgrp.com

DELEGATE DETAILS

Full Name: ...........................................................................................................
Job Title: ...........................................................................................................
Email: ...............................................................................................................
Direct Tel.: ........................................................................................................

Full Name: ...........................................................................................................
Job Title: ...........................................................................................................
Email: ...............................................................................................................
Direct Tel.: ........................................................................................................

Full Name: ...........................................................................................................
Job Title: ...........................................................................................................
Email: ...............................................................................................................
Direct Tel.: ........................................................................................................

COMPANY DETAILS

Company Name: .................................................................................................
Address: ............................................................................................................
City: ................................................................. Post Code: ............................
Country: ............................................................................................................
VAT Reg. Number: ............................................................................................... 

Date & Signature: .................................................................................................

TERMS & CONDITIONS:

Fees are inclusive of program materials and refreshments. Payment prior to conference is mandatory for attendance.

Your registration will not be confirmed until payment is received and may be subject to cancellation.

Following completion and return of the registration form, full payment is required within 5 days from receipt of invoice. 

PLEASE NOTE: payment must be received prior to the conference date. A receipt will be issued on payment.

Due to limited conference space, we advise early registration to avoid disappointment. We reserve the right to refuse admission if payment is not received on time.

CANCELLATION, POSTPONEMENT AND SUBSTITUTION POLICY:

You may substitute delegates at any time by providing reasonable advance notice to OPEX Group.

For any cancellations received in writing not less than eight (8) days prior to the conference, you will receive a 90% credit to be used at another OPEX Group conference which must occur within one year from the date of issuance of such credit. An administration fee of 10% of the contract fee will be retained by OPEX Group for all permitted cancellations. No credit will be issued for any cancellations occurring within seven (7) days (inclusive) of the conference.

In the event that OPEX Group cancels an event for any reason, you will receive a credit for 100% of the contract fee paid. You may use this credit for another OPEX Group event to be mutually agreed with OPEX Group, which must occur within one year from the date of cancellation.

In the event that OPEX Group postpones an event for any reason and the delegate is unable or unwilling to attend on the rescheduled date, you will receive a credit for 100% of the contract fee paid. You may use this credit for another OPEX Group event to be mutually agreed with OPEX Group, which must occur within one year from the date of postponement.

Except as specified above, no credits will be issued for cancellations. There are no refunds given under any circumstances.

OPEX Group is not responsible for any loss or damage as a result of a substitution, alteration or cancellation/postponement of an event. OPEX Group shall assume no liability whatsoever in the event this conference is cancelled, rescheduled or postponed due to a fortuitous event, Act of God, unforeseen occurrence or any other event that renders performance of this conference impracticable, illegal or impossible. For purposes of this clause, a fortuitous event shall include, but not be limited to: war, fire, labour strike, extreme weather or other.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Conference Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Full Pack</strong></td>
<td>2495.00 GBP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard PACK</strong></td>
<td>2195.00 GBP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exhibitor</strong></td>
<td>7495.00 GBP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opex EPC membership</strong></td>
<td>995.00 GBP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>